Abstract. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p and G a finite group such that/» divides the order of G. We compute all almost split sequences over kG when kG is of finite representation type, or more generally, for a finite dimensional fc-algebra A given by a Brauer tree. We apply this to show that if A and A' are stably equivalent ^-algebras given by Brauer trees, then they have the same number of simple modules.
Introduction. Let A be an artin algebra, that is, an artin ring which is finitely generated as a module over its center. Denote by mod A the category of finitely generated (left) A-modules. We recall from [5] that a nonsplit exact sequence 0 -> .4 -^ 5 -4 C -» 0 in mod A is said to be almost split if A and C are indecomposable, and given any morphism h: X-*C which is not a splittable epimorphism, there is a morphism s: X^B such that gs = h. Given an indecomposable nonprojective C in mod A (or an indecomposable noninjective A in mod A), we have existence and uniqueness of an almost / s split sequence 0^>A->B->C-+0 [5] . A further study of the invariants determined by almost split sequences, for example the number of summands in a decomposition of the middle term B as a direct sum of indecomposable modules, is made in [6] , and some methods for computing almost split sequences are discussed in [7] . Since the structure of almost split sequences is closely connected to the representation theory of the ring, it is of interest to obtain as much information as possible about them.
In this paper we describe all almost split sequences for a particular class of finite dimensional ^-algebras A, where k throughout this paper will denote an algebraically closed field; namely algebras given by Brauer trees (see [9] ).
We say that A is given by a Brauer tree if the following conditions hold: Let Px,... ,Pe denote the nonisomorphic indecomposable projective A-modules, and Sx,... ,Se the nonisomorphic simple modules, where S¡ « 7,/rP,. Here r denotes the radical of A. There is a tree with e edges, which are in one-one correspondence with the indecomposable projective, and hence also with the simple, A-modules, and e + 1 vertices, one of which may be exceptional. In that case there is assigned a number m > 1 to this vertex. Further there is for each vertex a circular ordering of the edges containing this vertex. We have xP¡ = PÍX + Pi2 where P¡, and P¡;2 are uniserial modules (i.e., have unique composition series), and P¡, n P¡¿ = soc P¡ s S¡. Denote by E, the edge corresponding to P¡ in the tree, and by E¡ x and £w the vertices which are the endpoints of E. Then the composition factors of J%/ = 1, 2, are determined, from top to bottom, by the edges in the circular ordering of the edges containing EiJt in such a way that we start with the simple module corresponding to the edge following E, and end at the simple module corresponding to E, by going around once, except when £(V is exceptional. Then we go around m times.
The structure of the indecomposable finitely generated modules over ^-algebras given by Brauer trees was given in [9] , [10] . In particular, this gives a description of the indecomposable finitely generated &C7-modules, where G is a finite group and k has characteristic p dividing the order of G, and such that kG is of finite representation type [9] , [10] . We recall some of the results from [9] and [10] in §1, and give some easy consequences which will be needed in the rest of the paper. Another description of the indecomposable finitely generated A-modules is given in [8] .
In §2 we describe indecomposable submodules and indecomposable factor modules of indecomposable modules over a fc-algebra A given by a Brauer tree, and use this description to compute all almost split sequences in mod A.
We recall that two artin algebras A and A' are said to be stably equivalent if the categories mod A and mod A' modulo projectives are equivalent categories (see [1] , [2]). It is an open problem in general whether two stably equivalent artin algebras have the same number of nonprojective simple modules. In §3 we propose a method of using almost split sequences to get more information about this problem. We illustrate our method by using the computations from §2 to show that if A and A' are stably equivalent fc-algebras given by Brauer trees, then they have the same number of nonprojective simple modules.
The results in this paper were announced at the Workshop on Permutation Groups and Indecomposable Modules in Giessen, September 1975.
1. Preliminaries. Let k be an algebraically closed field and A a (finite dimensional) fc-algebra given by a Brauer tree. In this section we shall recall from [9] , [10] what the indecomposable A-modules look like, and give some elementary properties about them.
Let Px, . . . , Pe denote the indecomposable projective A-modules, Sx,..., Se the corresponding simple modules. We have tP¡ = PiX + Pli2, where P,, and P¡¿ are uniserial and Pu n P¡¿ = soc P¡ a Pt/vPt. From the connection with the tree it is easy to see that 7(>,/soc P, and 7/>2/soc P¡ have no composition factors in common. A nonzero module M¡ is said to be elementary if M¡ is a proper factor module of some indecomposable projective A-module. If M¡ is elementary, we have xM¡ = Af, ,IIAf/2, where M¡, and Mi2 are uniserial (or zero). Two nonzero modules M and N are said to be complementary if there is some indecomposable projective A-module P¡ such that there are monomorphisms M -» 7(i, and N -» 7/2.
An indecomposable nonprojective A-module M is completely determined, up to reversal of order, by a sequence Af,,. To see the elementary properties of the indecomposable A-modules which we state at the end of this section, it is useful to have in mind the close connection between indecomposable modules and paths in the associated tree [9] . We refer to [9] for the details on this, and indicate here only briefly how a path in the tree is associated with an indecomposable A-module. Let Af «■ (Af,,..., Af,) be an indecomposable nonprojective A-module, and consider the following sequence of simple A-modules: soc Af,, (if Afu ^ (0)), Af,/rAf" soc Af,2, Af2/rAf2, soc Af22, . . . , Af,_,/rAf,_" soc Af,_,(2, Af,/rAf" soc Af,2 (if Af,2 ¥" (0)). Then the associated sequence of edges EU...,E, constitutes a path in the Brauer tree. These edges are either all distinct, or there is some z such that E¡ = Ei+X. Then E¡ and El+l have the exceptional vertex in common, and this vertex is not a vertex of any of the other Ej. Further Ex,... ,E¡ and Ei+X,..., Es are distinct. We observe that every second edge in such a path corresponds to a composition factor in M/tM and every second edge to a composition factor in soc M. In particular, M/xM and soc M have no repeated composition factors. It is also possible to conclude that at most one M¡j has repeated composition factors.
We shall now give some easy consequences of the descriptions of indecomposable A-modules given in [9] , [10] . The essential properties needed to prove these results have been recalled above. In addition we freely use the results given in [9] , [10] . Proof. The submodules A/,2 + M¡+x "1 < / < t, of M are submodules of indecomposable projective modules, and r M is a direct sum of these modules and M,, and Mt2. Since there are no repeated composition factors in soc M, these are the unique maximal indecomposable submodules of xM with given simple socle, and any uniserial submodule of Mi2 + Mi+x;2 is contained in Mi2 or Mi+X,. Hence we are done if U Q xM. If U g xM, then we must have U = M¡, for some i, and this M¡ must then be uniserial. This finishes the proof of the lemma. Proof. Let AT be an elementary submodule of M such that soc .TV s soc M¡ -SÛT, where S and T are simple A-modules. Considering the associated tree, there is a unique edge E with corresponding simple module U, such that the edges corresponding to S,U,T form a path in the tree. Hence M¡/xM¡ » U at N/xN. If N Z xM, it is clear that N = M" since M/xM has no repeated composition factors. Assume then that N Ç xM. We have xN = NXUN2, where Nx and N2 are uniserial, and, by Lemma 1.1, Nx and N2 are submodules of a unique MJt which in each case clearly must be M¡. It is also clear that one of the vertices of E is exceptional and that the only M} having U as a composition factor must be M¡. Hence-AT ç xM¡ = M¡tXUM¡ 2, which is impossible. This finishes the proof of the lemma. Lemma 1.3. Let U, Vx and V2 be uniserial A-modules, and assume that U and Vx and U and V2 are complementary. Then there is either a monomorphism Vx -> V2or a monomorphism V2-* Vx.
Proof. Since U and Vx are complementary, there is by definition an indecomposable projective A-module P¡ with monomorphisms U -► P¡,, Vx -» 7,2. Similarly, there is an indecomposable projective A-module Pj and monomorphisms U-> PJX,V2-> Pj2, with appropriate choice of notation. Clearly P¡ » Pj, and since Pi2 -Pj¿ is uniserial, our desired conclusion follows.
2. The almost split sequences. Let A be a ¿-algebra given by a Brauer tree (k algebraically closed), and let Af = (Af,,..., Af,) be an indecomposable nonprojective A-module. To describe the almost split sequences in mod A, we shall need to describe the indecomposable submodules of Af and the indecomposable modules having Af as a factor module. We have the following description. From the construction of indecomposable modules described in §1, it is easy to see that there is induced a monomorphism TV -> Af.
Assume conversely that TV = (TV,,..., TV,) is an indecomposable submodule of Af = (Af,,..., Af,). It is clear that soc TV ç soc Af. Consider the paths in the tree described by Af and TV. Every second edge in a path corresponds to a simple module in the socle, and given edge number i and number z + 2, then edge number i + 1 is uniquely determined. Hence the path described by TV is, except possibly for one edge at each end, a subpath of the path described by Af. By Lemma 1.2 we further have that if Af, is not uniserial, considering the associated paths in the tree, we then see that the path described by Af must be a subpath of the path described by L, except possibly for one edge at each end. Clearly M is generated by the submodules p(Lj) which are zero or elementary. Assume that, for somey, p(Lj_x) and p(Lj+x) are both not zero. Since not both L,_ij2 and LJX can have repeated composition factors, proper factor modules of Lj_X2 and LjX cannot have socle isomorphic to soc LJX. Similarly proper factor modules of LJ2 and Lj+xx cannot have socles isomorphic to soc L,2. From this it follows that L¡ -^p(LJ) is an isomorphism. Hence there is some / > 1 such that i + t -1 < r and M2 a L,.+1,..., A/,., a Li+/_2. Clearly p(L¡) = Mx and p(Li+t_x) = M" and ii I < j < i or i + t -I < j < r, thenp(Lj) = 0. If i > 1, we then have p(L¡_x) ■ 0, and since L¿_, n L¡ ^ (0), this means that KeriplL,,) =£ (0). Similarly we get that Ker(p|L,-+,_I>2) =£ (0) if i + t -1 < r.
We shall next associate with a given indecomposable nonprojective A-module M = (Afp ..., Af,) some special indecomposable submodules and some special indecomposable modules of which Af is a factor module.
Let Px -» Af, be a projective cover. We have, where Sx at soc Px,xPx/Sx = PXX/SX11PX2/SX, and there are induced epimorphisms PXtX/Sx -* M,,, Px2/Sx -* Af, 2. Corollary 2.3. Let M be an indecomposable nonprojective A-module, and let h: X -» Af be a morphism which is not an isomorphism and where X is an indecomposable nonprojective A-module. Then there is some morphism s: X-* e(M) such thatjs = h. This result will now enable us to compute the almost split sequences in mod A. For this we first recall from [6] that the middle term B in an almost split sequence 0-».(4.-»2?-»C-»0 over a self-injective algebra has a nonzero projective summand if and only if C a P/soc P, for an indecomposable nonsimple projective module P, and in this case the almost split sequence is isomorphic to the sequence 0 -» xP -» xP/soc PUP -» P/soc P -» 0.
To be able to write down the other almost split sequences, we shall need the following notation. Let Af = (Af,,..., Af,) be an indecomposable non-projective A-module, and assume that Af is not isomorphic to any 7/soc 7, for an indecomposable projective A-module 7. Then we define the following: (TV0,TV By our assumption on Af it cannot happen that / = 1 and y,(Af) and y2(Af ) do not exist. Hence it is easy to see that o(Af ) is indecomposable.
We are now in the position to state our main result. It is easy to see that / is an epimorphism and A is a monomorphism. Further it is not hard to see that jh is zero, and then the exactness follows from a length argument.
Let now A: X-> M be a morphism, where X is indecomposable. If X is projective, there is some s: X -> e(M) such that js = h, and if X is not projective, the same conclusion follows from Corollary 2.3. Since o(Af) is indecomposable, we can now conclude that 0 -» t>(Af ) A e(M) -4 Af -» 0 is an almost split sequence [5] . This finishes the proof of the theorem.
3. An application to stable equivalence. We recall that two artin algebras A and A' are said to be stably equivalent if the categories modulo projectives mod A and mod A' are equivalent categories [1] , [2] . It is in general an open question whether two stably equivalent artin algebras have the same number of nonprojective simple modules, even though the answer is known to be positive in certain cases, for example if A is stably equivalent to a hereditary algebra [4] , in particular if r2 = 0 [3], or if A has no nonzero projective injective modules [1] .
Here we propose a new method for studying this problem, using almost split sequences. We shall illustrate our method by using our computations of almost split sequences in the previous section to show thai two stably equivalent ¿-algebras given by Brauer trees have the same number of nonprojective simple modules.
We start by explaining the basis for our method. Let A and A' be stably equivalent artin algebras, and let 0 -* A -> Ti 117 -» C -» 0 be an almost split sequence of A-modules, where 7 is projective and B has no nonzero projective summands. Then we know from our methods for computing almost split sequences [7] that there is an almost split sequence 0 -» K-> B'UQ -» C -» 0 of A' modules, where Q is projective and B' corresponds to B and C corresponds to C in the correspondence between the finitely generated modules with no nonzero projective summands induced by the stable equivalence. In particular, if B = II",.,7, and B' = UJLjT,-' are decompositions into indecomposable summands, then n = m.
For zj > 0, denote by X(zz) (X'(fl)) the number of almost split sequences in mod A (mod A') such that in a decomposition of the middle term into indecomposable summands, there are exactly n nonprojective summands. Then the above discussion shows that X(zz) = X'(n) for all n > 0. If for some class of algebras the number of nonprojective simple A-modules can be expressed in terms of some X(zz), then two stably equivalent algebras from this class will have the same number of nonprojective simple modules.
Let A be a ¿-algebra (k algebraically closed) given by a Brauer tree. If there is an indecomposable projective A-module of length 2, it is easy to see that A is local of Loewy length 2. The we know that if A' is stably equivalent to A, then A' has also exactly one nonprojective simple module. Hence we can assume that each indecomposable projective A-module has length at least 3. We shall here be interested in the number X(l), and we have the following key result.
Proposition 3.1. Let A be a k-algebra given by a Brauer tree of Loewy length at least 3. In an almost split sequence 0-*A-*B-+M-*0, there is exactly one nonprojective summand in a decomposition of B into indecomposable summands, if and only if M at 7/soc 7 or M -7/r7 for an indecomposable projective uniserial module P or M = P¡/P¡j, j • 1,2, for an indecomposable projective A-module 7, which is not uniserial.
Proof. If Af = 7/soc 7, where 7 is indecomposable projective, we know that B at r7/soc 7117. Hence there is exactly one nonprojective summand in a decomposition of B into indecomposable summands if and only if 7 is uniserial.
Assume now that Af is not isomorphic to any 7/soc 7, where 7 is indecomposable projective. By Theorem 2.4 the middle term is e(Af) ■ e,(Af)IIe2(Af), where e¡(M) is indecomposable nonprojective or zero. We need to investigate when e¡(M) is zero. Write Af = (Af,,..., Af,). If / > 1, it is easy to see that 8¡(M) is not zero, and consequently e,(Af) is not zero. Assume now that / = 1. Then 5,(Af) = (0) if and only if Af, 2 = (0), which is the case if and only if Af = Af, is uniserial. If Af = Af, is uniserial, then y,(Af ) does not exist if and only if Af, at PjPi2, where P¡ is indecomposable projective. Further 52(Af ) = Af,, is zero if and only if Af = Af, is simple. Then y2(Af ) does not exist if and only if the projective cover of Af is uniserial. This means that e2(Af ) is zero if and only if Af » P/xF, where P is uniserial indecomposable projective. This finishes the proof of the proposition.
We have the following immediate consequence of the above.
Corollary 3.2. Let A be a k-algebra given by a Brauer tree, of Loewy length at least 3. Then the number e of simple (nonprojective) A-modules is equal to X(l)/2.
We can now state the main result of this section. We end this section by illustrating that our method can be applied without knowing all almost split sequences for the rings under consideration. We shall give a different proof for the result that two stably equivalent algebras with radical square zero have the same number of nonprojective simple modules. We recall that A and A' are stably equivalent if and only if Aop and A'op are stably equivalent [2] . Denote by Aop(0) the number of almost split sequences in mod Aop with projective middle term. Our desired result will then be a consequence of the following. It is hoped that our method can be applied to prove that two stably equivalent artin algebras have the same number of nonprojective simple modules also in more general situations.
